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SITE CONTEXT

This group project explored how people connect in 
an increasingly digital space. We began by mapping 
historical Indian Trails and trading routes as the 
primary means of communication. We overlaid 
these paths with the current existing technological 
infrastructure analyzing existing cell towers and fiber 
optic cables as the current means of communication.
We then explored connections, historic and 
current, physical and virtual, through modeling.
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1. MIXED REALITY PROJECTION
Using Projection mapping techniques, we 
explored overlaying a projected image on a 
clear screen with the Amicalola Falls visible in 
the distance.

2. MOBILE GEOCACHING ZONE
We used augmented reality and gamification 
principles to encourage education about the 
ecology of Amicalola Park.

3. LIVE DATA SENSOR BRIDGE
Environmental sensors are installed throughout 
the site providing a constant and live feedback 
loop. This information is displayed through a 
combination of LEDs and projections.
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RECONFIGURATION | VARIATION OF COLOR MAPPING TO FACADE SYSTEMS 

OPTIMIZING THE COST BY USING ONE TYPE OF THE FREE FORM PANEL, WITH THE GRIDED PRECAST CONCRETE PANELS. 
THIS MIGHT REDUCE THE CONSTRUCTION  COST, BY PRODUCING TWO CASTING MOLDS INSTEAD OF FIVE AS THE 
ORIGINAL SITUATION.
THE REPETITION PROBABILITY OF THE FREE FORM PANEL, CAN BE EASILY ACHIVED WITHOUT COST RESTRICTIONS.
 ALSO, THE PANEL CAN BE  ROTATED  OR DISPLACED TO CREAT AN INTERSTING FACADE SYSTEM.

DIVIDING GRID INTO MORPHED BOXES (WINDOWS)
U-COUNT=6
V-COUNT=3

RANDOMIZED FACADE VIODS
NUMBER=75

GRID U-COUNT=5
GRID V-COUINT=5

VARIATION MATRIX 1D | FACADE DIAGRAMS

GRID U-COUNT=10
GRID V-COUINT=10

GRID U-COUNT=13
GRID V-COUINT=7

GRID U-COUNT=19
GRID V COUNT=10
RANDOMIZED FACADE VOIDS=25

GRID U-COUNT=19
GRID V COUNT=10
RANDOMIZED FACADE VOIDS=1000

GRID U-COUNT=19
GRID V COUNT=10
RANDOMIZED FACADE VOIDS=2500

Along with a partner, I conducted a facade study of 
Simmons Hall in Cambridge, MA. We analyzed the 
perforations as well as the color distribution across 
the window system.
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Through parametric iteration and generative design, I arrived 
at a design for a New Media facility for media production and 
screenings utilizing mixed-media, drones and virtual reality 
immersive experiences.
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Through scripting in grasshopper, I operated a 5 axis 
Kuka robot to perform a variety of activities such as 
Light Painting, Calligraphy, and Slice & Ink.

SLICE POKE INK WASH SLICE
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A group project translating physical interactions into a virtual 
experience through projection mapping onto a 3-story waterfall 
bench.  The concept consisted of a set of interactive podiums 
representing elements and a canvas to project the users’ collective 
inputs.
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FABRICATION ARDUINO ELECTRONICS
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Architecture is an elite profession both 
internally within the industry and externally in 
the make-up of clients. Internally, the field of 
architecture struggles with issues of diversity 
and equity. The path to licensure is long and 
arduous, losing many in the journey, while the 
control over the protected title of “architect” 
presents a vision of an unattainable trophy. 
Externally, the average citizen has no cause to 
ever directly interact with an architect, while 
living and working within the work of architects. 

Nowhere is this clearer than within residential 
architecture. A mere two percent of houses are 
designed by architects. There have been many 
software companies which have tried to fill 
this need by providing design software for the 
layperson. However, these software programs 
fail to educate the user about design while also 
assuming a technological proficiency. In this 
era of DIY, these programs are tempting to 
homeowners who can produce floorplans and 
take them to a builder.

As the architect’s workflow becomes 
increasingly digital, the end product has 
become an information model. Artificial 
Intelligence and Machine Learning will 
revolutionize the work of the architect as 
design knowledge becomes codified within 
technology. Likewise, technology holds the 
potential to democratize design for the 
masses from a world where architects 
design only 2% of houses. Comparing and 
contrasting the Software Development 
Lifecycle (SDLC) with the Architecture 
Design Process, I propose the intervention 
of an intelligent architectural software 
program into the traditional design and 

construction workflow. 

building 
sensors 
collect data

data driven 
design

standardized
connection

components 
ordered
&
 shipped

blockchain 
contracts

BUILDING STYLE
Modern
High Tech
Deconstructivist
Parametricism

BUILDING TYPOLOGY

Single Family Residential
Multi-Family Residential
Mixed Use
Institutional

PROPERTY LOCATION

Address
 Street
 Zipcode
Site Description
 Lot Size
 Buildable Size
Site Survey
 Topography

CODES & REGULATIONS
Location-based regulations
Codes
Setbacks
Regulations

PRE-PERMITTING

DEVELOPER
INPUT

ASSEMBLER
INPUT

ARCHITECTURAL
INTELLIGENCE

CLIENT
INPUT/OUTPUT

ASSEMBLER
OUTPUT

PREFABRICATED 
COMPONENTS

DATABASE

BUILDING CHASSIS

Single Family Residential
Multi-Family Residential
Mixed Use
Institutional

INTERIOR INFILL

Single Family Residential
Multi-Family Residential
Mixed Use
Institutional

RESPONSIVE FACADE

Single Family Residential
Multi-Family Residential
Mixed Use
Institutional

BUILD PROFILE
Numbers & Adjacencies
Lifestyle Quiz
Design Games
 Scenario Roleplay
 Precedent Play

PROPOSED DESIGN EDITS & ADJUSTMENTS FINALIZE DESIGN PERMITTING FACTORY ASSEMBLE ON SITE

BIM MODEL: 
CONSTRUCTION DOCS

PRESENTATION
DOCS

PROPERTY
DATABASE

A I
POST-OCCUPANCY
DATA COLLECTION

PRICING
Cost Breakdown

Components arrive from 
fabricator
 flatpacked & shipped
 flatbed ruck

Trained Assemblers
 Crane

I propose an intelligent design program that 
builds a profile of the user through a variety 
of activities. This technology would then use 
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning 
to propose a design solution. This software 
simulates the activities of an architect, serving 
to educate the user in the complexity of design 
while exposing them to a field they would 
never encounter otherwise. This software 
merely emulates an architect but could never 
completely replace the less tangible years of 
experience and education in theory, history, 
culture and philosophy that an architect would 
bring to a project. However, such a professional 
is out of reach for most people.  This software 
also provides the end user with a measure of 
agency allowing them to modify their design 
until they are satisfied. Software will never 
lose patience with the endless changes and 
back and forth typical to an iterative design 
process. 

The construction industry is in dire need of 
democratization and fair competition through 
a reimagined approach to supply chain 
management. I propose an API defining a set 
of rules and standardized connections for 
building construction. This blueprint allows 
manufacturers of everything from Integrated 
Wall Panels to modular bathrooms to rest 
assured their products integrate into an 
existing and agreed upon system, as long as 
they adhere to the protocols. Just as the USB 
interface means any device manufacturer who 
adheres to the standards can be assured their 
device or product will connect to any computer.

Architecture is at the intersection of science 
and art. More than any field, architecture is 
positioned to utilize technology to build a more 
equitable world. This means looking inward 
first to how we function as an industry. Then 
we need to take a hard look at who we service 
(everyone) and who we report to (clients with 
money).

YOUR ARCHITECTURE RAN INTO A  PROBLEM THAT IT COULDN’T HANDLE,
AND NOW IT  NEEDS TO RESTART
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API: APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE
In computer programming, an application 
programming interface is a set of subroutine 
definitions, communication protocols, and tools for 
building software. In general terms, it is a set of 
clearly defined methods of communication among 
various components.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_programming_interface

API: ARCHITECTURE PROGRAMMING INTERFACE
In architecture and construction, the architectural 
programming interface will be a set of construction 
definitions, communication protocols, and tools for 
building compatible building components. In general 
terms, it is a set of clearly defined methods of 
communication among various building components.
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DESIGN
The core of the process is the Design Client. This 
proposal operates under the assumption that the 
Design Client does not need to be an expert in 
design or technology to be a beneficiary of this 
process. The Design Client first selects a lot from 
the Property Database. The Design Client then 
participates in a series of activities allowing the 
AI to build a detailed profile of them. At the end 
of this iterative process, the AI proposes a set of 
designs. The Design Client then collaborates with 
the AI, modifying the design until satisfied. A live 
invoice is updated as changes are made, allowing 
the Design Client to be aware of the cost to their 
decisions. The Design Client is also made aware 
of how many factories might be involved in their 
proposed design.

PLACE
The process begins with the Developer-Architect. 
This actor owns the properties on which development 
can take place. This actor adds their available plots 
of land to the Property Database. The Developer-
Architect enters all the relevant information about 
each property. Relevant information ranges from 
basic geographical properties such as address 
and dimensions of the plot to information typically 
gathered in a site survey. This database will 
capture topographic information which will dictate 
allowable building on this site.  The combination of 
geographic information and topography allows the 
database to pull relevant codes and regulations 
including zoning requirements. 

LOOP
Every AI-designed building includes 
sensors that collect usage data 
facilitating the goal of data-driven design. 
The building occupants are also asked 
to regularly complete post-occupancy 
surveys providing a human measure of 
satisfaction with the process and final 
design. This allows the AI to engage in 
machine learning in order provide better 
solutions with every subsequent client. 

ASSEMBLE
The AI outputs a complex BIM Model and sends it to a 
local Assembly Partner. These trained and skilled local 
builders will generally pour a foundation and assemble 
prefabricated components above, resulting in  a fast 
and efficient process. 

FABRICATE
Democratization of the Factory role is crucial to this 
process. The workflow is dependent on the adherence to 
a set of standardized connections between components 
and modules. Each factory adds their components or 
modules to the Factory Database. The standardized 
connections allow various components from diverse 
factories to coexist in one structure.




